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«There is no such thing 
as part freedom». 
       Nelson Mandela
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With «Tracing Freedom»  we aim to motivate people across the 
world to reflect upon the freedom they experience in their own 
lives, communities and countries.

And we aim to promote a more open and generous attitude to other 
people. 

We want to free the definition from the scientific terms and show 
the worlds populations’ feeling of what freedom really is.

The goal

Tom Hatlestad is a Norwegian photographer with a global
viewpoint. He previously worked at VG and held 
workshops with Morten Krogsvold. In 2008-2009 he 
traveled in his Land Rover from Oslo to Dhaka in 
Bangladesh to explore the concept of freedom. On the road 
he portrayed 170 different people and asked them to share 
their experience of the word. It was the start of the project 
“Tracing Freedom” Hatlestad got Blanche Majors 
Reconciliation prize for the book and the exhibition he 
published from the first journey of the project.
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Article 1
 

 «All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood».

 

Article 2
 

«Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of 
any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social 

origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, 
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be 

  independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty».  
    

UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
New York, 10. December 1948
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2008. I’m invited to the photography festival «Chobi Mela» i 
Bangladesh. The festival’s theme is «Freedom». 

I remember George Bush. «Enduring freedom». And I 
accept the invitation, little knowing that I’ll soon embark upon my big-
gest and most important documentary project ever. Slowly, the contours 
of an idea emerge. I dream, 
speculate, hesitate. The decision is made. I pack the 
Landrover and set off. Alone. To Dhaka.     

On the four month long journey through 20 countries, I meet people 
from all levels of society. From analphabets to former Nobel Peace Prize 
laureate Muhammad Yunus. 
Most of them are “ordinary” people I meet along the way.

I have taken portraits of  170 of them from 30 different countries. 

My question is always: 
What is freedom?   

«Tracing Freedom» is an independent and self financed project in-
spired by curiosity and idealism, in which people from many countries 
share their views about freedom – and of what it means to them.

The project has been published in a book by Eige Forlag and displayed in 
an exhibition that has been seen by 70,000 people in Bangladesh, Nepal 
and Norway. In addition to its main showing in Oslo, in cooperation with 
the Nobel Peace Center, the exhibition has visited the Lofoten 
international photography festival and several other locations in Norway. 
Both the book and photos from the project have been seen by hundreds 
of Norwegian pupils through a “school art” 
project.

In 2010 Tracing Freedom won the Hans Christian Osterøs memorial 
award, as well as Blanch Major’s Reconciliation Award, which is given to 
an individual who has made an extraordinary contribution to universal 
human dignity and tolerance.

Many thought this was a fitting end to the project. That I had succeeded.

But for me the trip to Bangladesh was just the beginning. The rest of the 
journey starts here, at a time when freedom of speech and other 
freedoms are under threat from both familiar and unfamiliar quarters. At 
a time when more people have been displaced than at any other point in 
modern history.

The Land Rover has been repaired. A dream team is ready. And the 
question remains: «What is freedom?».  

A snapshot
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Why? 

«We will give the Iraqi people their 
freedom back!» Is freedom a commodity 
that can be stolen and returned? Or is it 
an idea? A human right? Or just a feeling? 
Is freedom being able to fetch water from 
the well without being raped? To play punk 
music in an Iranian cellar? Is freedom 
not to be bound by obligations – or love, 
friendship and family? 

Or is freedom just the opposite; a way 
out of loneliness? Is freedom a prosthet-
ic limb? Or forgiveness? Is it a Gay Pride 
celebration, euthanasia, or the principled 
actions of Edward Snowden? Is it a driving 
license?   

Or is it seeing your daughter run barefoot 
along the shore of a fjord?
The truth is that nobody knows. That 
everyone has a relationship to freedom, 
but that for every single one of us it’s
 different.  

Many of us remember George W. Bush’ 
speech 14 years ago. “We will give the Iraqi 
people their freedom back!” Bush justified 
the invasion of Irak, but the USA and its 
allies have since been haunted by the 
repercussions of Operation Enduring 
Freedom (OEF) – the official name of the 
war against terror.

What was the result?  

In 2016 we are faced with more refugees 
than at any other point in modern history 
– people fleeing from instability and fear 
and into exile. Others fleeing from people 
who want to define their freedom through 
violence, persecution and the power to 
define reality.       

Islamic State (IS) represents  an organised 
but also complex threat in the Middle East 
and northern Africa. At the time of writing, 
the world is still shocked at the terrorist 
attack at Atatürk airport in Istanbul – the 
last of a long series of attacks in both 
Turkey and Europe. Meanwhile, as 

Western powers seem to have accepted 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the media 
ignores that people are still dying in 
fighting in Eastern Ukraine.

This is happening in the EU, where the 
free movement of of capital, goods and 
money is promoted, but freedom has 
become a threat. “Brexit” is supporting 
demands for referendums in other 
countries, instigated by right-wing 
populists surfing on waves of 
xenophobia and racism. 

Tom Hatlestad portretterer Vailo Dlicev på 
grensen mellom Bulgaria og Tyrkia.

Background
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What is our goal?

What happened with the power to define reality? With «Tracing Freedom» 
we aim to liberate the notion of freedom from history, associations and 
those that claim the right to define, whether they use ancient texts, 
contempt for Brussels or legitimacy in the White House. 

We aim to return the power to define to those to which it belongs: ordinary 
people.

We will follow the refugee migration route, but in reverse. We will trav-
el through countries where the Arab spring erupted. We will cross Africa, 
board a boat to Argentina, meet indigenous people and victims of drug car-
tels. And we will portray the USA, where “Operation Enduring Freedom” 
began 14 years ago.

We will meet youth, elders, rich, poor, free, imprisoned, refugees and 
heads of state. 

We will meet them face-to-face, listen and provide them with a voice the 
media seems afraid of. They will help us to find something always elusive: 
a true diversity of opinions, interpretations and feelings associated with 
freedom.

Because freedom is actually about more than an awareness of limitations.   
And because «Tracing Freedom» is a project many have wanted to accomplish, 
without being able to do so.   

The result
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And the result?

As with the pilot project, the complete “Tracing Freedom” will be present-
ed in a book and exhibition.

We will also create an interactive website that aims to connect our journey 
with an online community of people. It will be a social networking site -  a 
“Facebook for freedom” where people can present themselves and their 
definition of freedom. 

It will also feature short video documentaries of our experiences and sto-
ries submitted the public. 

To succeed in this, I have taken the advice of those who considered my first 
journey madness. 

I have built a team – a strong team!  

The result
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The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) vil will provide logistical support, 
security and access to its partners and personnel.

The photojournalists in documentary agency Paragon Features, which has 
been highly awarded for its portrait of the post-22.07.2011 generation of 
Norwegian youth, will produce films and other content for the interactive 
website, which will be designed cost-free by Making Waves – one of 
Norway’s top design agencies.

The awarded documentary filmmaker- and photographer Frank Alvegg, 
will join me when the Paragon-team cannot. 

The content made on route and sent by people around the world will be 
desked and curated by Kevin Reeder – who has also provided content and 
translations for the Nobel Peace Center.

To maintain our lines of communication, we are in dialogue with 
telecommunications providers about sponsoring satellite telephones and 
other mobile digital tools.

In July 2016 it is time to apply for financial support, primarily from Fritt 
Ord and the Fond for Lyd and Bilde. We will also use the pilot project book 
as we contact publishers regarding publishing agreements.
   
The actual planning and financing of the book, exhibition and road show 
will be done after the journey is completed.

Teamwork
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Tom Hatlestad 
A good handicraft teacher taught me to develop and print photographs in the school 
darkroom. Photography, and the pure joy of seeing, discovering and sharing it, has never left 
me. 

Later, when studying photography at Sogn secondary school I saw an article on Minor White 
in Aperture magazine. He held up a stone and said, «This is a stone, but what more is it? That 
is what you should photograph!» Ever since, I have always striven to get beneath the surface 
of my subjects.

After 10 years as photographer and desk worker at VG, I began working for photographer 
Morten Krogvold. We organised more than 100 photography workshops in Norway and 
Europa, as well as South Africa and Bangladesh. We also did assignments around th world for 
clients like Yara International, Telenor and Care.

The I got the invitation to Chobi Mela, and was reminded of the Bush speech, packed my 
Range Rover, and drove 1400 miles. I portrayed 170 people, published the book, held the 
exhibition and won the Blanch Majors Reconciliation Award. Tracing Freedom is the biggest 
project I have ever begun and I look forward to its continuation. 

Kevin Reeder: 
https://no.linkedin.com/in/kevin-reeder-391b8a4

In Kevin’s own words: 
I’m a versatile professional communicator – marketing/PR strategist, editorial consultant, corporate storyteller, 
journalist, copywriter and coach – with twenty years experience of corporate communications, ten of them at 
communications/PR agencies.  

My UK career track included work for BBC World Service, Channel 4 and international NGOs. I’ve since worked as 
content provider and communications counsellor for most of Norway’s global companies, including Yara, Telenor, 
Norske Skog, Orkla, PGS and SN Power. 

My assignments have involved everything from web/print/film content and creative copy, through branding and 
core values processes, annual/ environmental and CSR reporting, social media & digital strategies, to designing 
and editing corporate magazines.

The team
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Frank Alvegg: 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1341776/)
In Frank’s own words:
As a film photographer I aim to create great images, to 
clarify a director’s vision and to communicate elements of 
the script. I am proud to have filmed productions that won 
«Gullruten – Best Norwegian Documentary» in 2000 and 
2009 and to have been involved in the  film that won «The 
Teddy Award» at the Berlin International Film Festival in 
2003. 

Paragon Features: 
http://www.fraungdommen.no 
The documentary agency Paragon Features is awarded with several prizes for their 
work in photography and video. They are among the few who have demonstrated the 
mixture of expertise needed to realise «Tracing Freedom». 
Paragon Features’ Aleksander Andersen will be available for the greatest part of the  
journey. He will make short video stories as a supplement to the core photography 
work, and also manage content for the interactive webpage while we are on the road. 
Aleksander’s colleagues Lars Øverli and Martin Lyngstad also plan to take this role 
for some of the journey. 

The team
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ISBN: 978-82-303-2436-3

9 788230 324363

Excerpt from the book
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19 Mahasveta Devi     KOLKATA, INDIA   KOLKATA, INDIA

Fridom betyr å vere fri frå all tvang.  
Tenk på fuglane, sommarfuglane og billene. Vi som bur i byane, tek frå dei retten til å vere fri frå alle hinder  
og leve som naturens skapningar. La dei fattige på landsbygda og i byane nyte sin rett til å leve fritt frå direkte og indirekte tvang.

Freedom means freedom from all bondages.
I think of the birds, butterflies and beetles. We the city people are robbing them of their right to be free from all bondages and live 
as natures’ creatures. Let the tribals and the non-tribal poor enjoy their right to live a life free from direct & indirect bondages.

6 Zahid Yaqeen     SAKARDU BALTISTAN, PAKISTAN   SAKARDU BALTISTAN, PAKISTAN

Fridom
Likskap mellom menneska er fridom

Ingen rike, ingen fattige.
Fred, kjærleik og broskap

er sann kjærleik.

Freedom
Equality of humanity is freedom.

No Rich, No Poor
Peace, Love & Brotherhood 

is a true love.
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For meg er fridom å leve i eit land som er fritt frå
alle former for krig og blodspille.
Fridom er for meg å leve rett etter islamske lover.
Eg elskar den fridommen eg har i landet mitt  
og med familien min.

Freedom is to live in a free country that is free from  
all types of war and bloodshed.  
Freedom is to live a righteous life according to Islamic laws.  
I love the freedom I experience in my country  
and with my family.

107 Atefeh Akbari     TAKAB, IRAN   TAKAB, IRAN

Eg meiner at det mest verdifulle i verda er fridom.  
Spesielt i Tyrkia er økonomisk fridom den mest verdifulle fridommen for kvinner.  
Eg vil seie at ei kvinna som arbeider og tener sine eigne pengar er ei fri kvinne.

I think freedom is the most valuable thing in the world. 
In Turkey especially, the most valuable freedom for women is economic freedom.
A woman who has work and earns her own money is a free woman.

93 Asiye Esmeray     GÖREME KASABASI NEVSEHIR, TYRKIA   GÖREME KASABASI NEVSEHIR, TURKEY
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79 Fredrik Tollerud     OSLO, NOREG   OSLO, NORWAY

Frihet betyr at du kan nesten hva du vil.

Freedom means you can do almost what you wish.

75 Petter A. Stordalen     OSLO, NOREG   OSLO, NORWAY

Frihet er retten til annerledeshet,  
til å være, tenke og tro på tvers av folkemeninga.
Det er frihet til å tenke stort der andre tenker smått.
Det er frihet til å mene imot der andre mener med.
Det er frihet til å fremelske noe nytt  
der andre tenker tradisjoner.
Annderledeshet er kimen til all utvikling.
Og annderledeshet er utenkelig uten frihet.

Freedom is the right to be different:  
to act, think and hold beliefs that differ from public opinion.
It is the freedom to think big, where others think small.
It is the freedom to believe in the unusual, where others believe in the usual.
It is the freedom to cultivate something new,  
where others cultivate tradition.
Diversity is the seed of all development,  
and it is inconceivable without freedom.
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Fred vere med deg!
Vi vil vere fri.
Vi må vere fri frå all gift.
Det er dei liberale nasjonane som oppnår fridom.

Peace be with you!
We want freedom.
We must be free from intoxication.
It is the liberal nations that achieve freedom.

114 Jan-Mohd     DALBANDIN, BALOCHISTAN, PAKISTAN   DALBANDIN, BALOCHISTAN, PAKISTAN
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90 Brahmi Hamsa     FRÅ TUNISIA, BUR I ROVEN, NORMANDIE, FRANKRIKE   FROM TUNISIA, LIVES IN ROVEN, NORMANDY, FRANCE

Fridom og galskap er tvillingar, og det kan ikkje bli noka fornuft i verda utan dei.

Freedom and madness are twins and there can be no earthly reason without them.
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